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Birds and Beasts in Needlepoint is beautifully photographed and arranged. The cover advertises

twenty-six original designs, but the book only has sixteen color charts, and those charts are not for

the best designs.There is not even a chart for the wonderful pheasant design on the front cover.I do

believe that this type of book should provide charts for the designs they feature. You are paying for

the book, so they are not giving you the patterns for free. Without the charts, the book is just a

glorified catalog of kits for sale. Beth Russell provides a chart for every design in her books, and her

kits are also for sale!My favorite designs in this book, Rabbit, Lurcher, and Squirrel, by Candace

Bahouth, do have charts, but the charts are very small and take up only half of the page. They could

have easily made the charts larger by moving the wool recipes and directions over to the next page

instead of trying to squeeze two charts together. The pheasant on the cover is from the same

series, so it would have been nice to include the pattern.If you are looking for more charts, The

Ehrman Needlepoint Book has wonderful designs and provides a full color chart for every design.



This man and the people who create... or created for him ...just amazing.I have learned a great deal

through his advice and his choice of people who work or worked in his business as designers.One,

especially, Elian McCready, was - until her untimely demise - a tremendously exquisite designer of

needlepoint. There was only one of her. She learned from Kaffe Fassett. And there is only one of

him. Thanks to  for having a zillion vendors with the highest of standards. Efficient service and

delivery and appropriate packaging.Nancy Morse

love the photos and patternes

Love the animal patterns. Best of all in the back is a very clear example of how to do the

basketweave stitch. Beautiful book with lots of helpful information!

I do love bird needlepoint designs, and these are most pleasing.

love this book

Another great book full of charted patterns/designs. The colors are gorgeous and detail

unsurpassed. The photography is exceptional and details of each project are not lacking in quality.

This is a book I've been looking for quite awhile. Beautiful, detailed color photos and charts make it

well worth the price.
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